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June 4, 2010

Dear RuFES Action Network,

KEEP IT

Do You Know Where Your Rural Kids Will Eat this Summer?

It is no secret that many low-income families rely on the U.S. Department of

Agriculture's (USDA) National School Lunch Program and School

Breakfast Program to help feed their children nutritiously throughout the

school year. During the summer, USDA continues to help low-income families

through its Summer Food Service Program (SFSP)—which provides free or

reduced lunch to 31 million students across the nation.

But not so much in rural America. Even though rural places have higher rates of

poverty than urban or suburban areas, the structure of SFSP may make it

difficult for children and families in your rural community to take advantage of it.

In fact, less than one-third of all SFSP sites are located in rural areas. And even

where programs do exist, rural kids are less likely to participate.

Do you know the situation in your community—and what you can do

about it? A new brief authored by the Carsey Institute sheds more light on the

problem.

Rural families can't get to the programs. With few or no school buses

operating in the summer, the lack of transportation and long distances can

keep low-income families from getting to those rural Summer Food Service

Program sites that are operating. Do you know where your nearest SFSP

programs are? Can you help get more families to those programs?

Rural families simply don't know about the program or its benefits.

Many rural families don't know about the SFSP—in part, because there may be

few other activities at the existing sites. Likewise, many eligible parents may

want or need their kids to stay home during the summer, or the youth may not

want to leave home just to get the lunch. Can you help expand marketing

and outreach about your local SFSP programs to rural families? Can you

help bring more activities to the SFSP sites?

Rural program sites can't qualify or sustain themselves. Program

requirements at many sites require that more than half of the children in the

local school attendance area must be eligible for free or reduced lunch. This

works against rural areas qualifying. Likewise, the lack of population density in

rural areas makes it tough for sponsors to break even on program costs. Can
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you help build more local support and funding to keep an SFSP site up

and running in your area? Can you organize local stakeholders to

sponsor a site in your area—or to deliver food to qualifying children,

which is now sometimes allowed?

Be a local champion! USDA is encouraging local champions to promote the

program in their areas or organize to set up a site, or support an existing one.

Can you partner up and be a Rural Champion? For more information,

visit the USDA's SFSP web page.

The four-page Carsey Brief—Challenges in Serving Rural American Children

through the Summer Food Service Program—offers more detail on these issues,

and presents some longer-term solutions for increasing the number of rural SFSP

sites and local uptake.

Overall—find out what the food and family situation is in your area this

summer—and do what you can to help rural children and families lower

their cost of food and eat healthy every day through these hot and active

months.

We hope these Action Alerts energize your RuFES deeds and aspirations. Help us

spark more RuFES action! How? Simply contact us with any news, ideas or

opportunities that can help your RuFES colleagues across the nation.

Your RuFES Action Team,

John Molinaro, Janet Topolsky, Kelly Malone, René Bryce-Laporte, Elsa Noterman

Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group
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